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amuse bouche
“If more of us valued food and cheer and song
above hoarded gold, it would be a merrier world.”
J.R.R. Tolkien
It’s Spring! I continue to be happy
working in my kitchen, easily distracted,
but well rounded, in more ways than one!
Welcome to our RE-unite, SPRING issue
of the Gourmet Guide magazine. As many
restaurants and wineries REvive, slowly
RE-opening their doors, we mourn those
that have not been able to REsurrect.

a sommelier and Jessica Tamsyn Smith
RE-energises the nasturtium, plus covers
the REstoring of Heritage Square, Cape
Town. We applaud and thank them for
their contributions which we have tried to
keep as original as possible.
Sadly 2020 will not see us producing a
printed JHP Gourmet Guide™, or awarding
Plate Ratings to top restaurants around
the country. Instead, restaurants will retain
their one, two or three-plate status until
we begin evaluations again early in 2021.
We were devastated that five of our plated
restaurants have not re-opened, but
remain confident that others will be raising
their games, and will find new inspiration.

We have RE-innovated and expanded
our content to include more about wine,
with more emphasis on local. We have
also expanded our team, and warmly
welcome sommelier Brent Bartlett who
has joined us as our wine consultant. As
an insatiable learner and lover of wine, I
believe that one of the best ways to learn
and appreciate the fruits of the vine, is to
be guided by someone who is passionate
and knowledgeable. Brent is both.

RESTLESS RIVER

This magazine is a conduit for the food
and wine industry to talk to you, and I trust
that you will enjoy listening to what is on
offer. And I do mean listen! I’m proud to be
expanding our platform beyond digital to
radio, by hosting our new Gourmet Guide
show, FMR Fine Food, on Saturdays.

Out of chaos comes opportunity, and we
are proud to be providing a platform for
new writers to wrestle with having an
audience, flexing their scribing muscles
on our online food-writing course. Debbie
Schembri REveals Ghana – a piece that
is honest and anything but sunshine
journalism! Brent Bartlett takes us for a
walk on the wine side when he REtales
Cork & Fork Wine Merchants and REvisits
the Cape South Coast. Beryl Menezes
RElooks REcycling, Jonathan Davies
REgales what a chef wants to know about

The authentic Spring recipes, so willingly
shared, are perfect for you to REcreate in
your own kitchen, when RE-uniting with
family and friends. As the world feels like
it may REvolve off its axis, stay grounded,
stay safe, and keep cooking.

Jenny Handley
5
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MEET THE TEAM

meet the team

HERE THEY ARE, SOME OF THE AMBITIOUS, TALENTED INDIVIDUALS WHO
SIGNED UP FOR THE GOURMET GUIDE ONLINE FOOD-WRITING COURSE. YET
TO COMPLETE THE COURSE, THEY HAVE BRAVELY TAKEN THE OPPORTUNITY
OF WRITING FOR THE SPRING EDITION, COMBINING THEIR LOVE OF WORDS
AND FOOD.

BERYL MENEZES

JONATHAN DAVIES

DEBBIE SCHEMBRI

JESSICA TAMSYN SMITH

BRENT BARTLETT

Beryl, now Johannesburg-based,
is an Indian journalist with 12
years’ experience writing about a
variety of subjects including food,
travel, lifestyle and business. Her
passion for good food saw her
reviewing over 200 restaurants
in Mumbai, while her wanderlust
keeps her exploring new terrain
whenever the opportunity
presents itself. She also enjoys
baking, experimenting with new
cuisines, long walks, photography
and birding. Her ideal goal is
combining her love for words and
food to become an acclaimed
food writer, and exploring, writing
and eating her way through South
Africa is just the beginning!

A 28-year career in food and
beverage with equal parts in frontof-house and behind the scenes is
a rare feat. This Welsh-born chef
qualified in Hotel and Tourism
Management in Switzerland,
owned and ran a Michelin-starred
restaurant for seven years and
is passionate about all aspects
of the industry. It’s the perfect
background and time to explore
another angle by writing about
food, beverages and all the family
intricacies of hospitality. Jonathan,
gentle and generous, would love
to write restaurant reviews for
magazines or newspapers.

Private chef Debbie has sailed from
the Caribbean to New Zealand and
beyond, before interning at revered
Michelin-starred Coi Restaurant
in San Francisco and Noma in
Copenhagen. Now in her home of
Malta cooking is a joyful adventure
and food is the instigator for
discussion and rambunctious
gesticulating; the catalyst to
centering and savouring memories.
With a project in the works to
convert a caravan into a food truck,
Debbie never lets the dust settle.
She also spent a couple of years
working with The Mediterranean
Culinary Academy, teaching
workshops for home cooks using
local and seasonal produce.

Absurdly authentic, Jessica
Tamsyn Smith is known for asking
questions. A reader, writer and
dog-lover, you can find this Cape
Town-native sneaking coffee into a
library or walking the Alphen Trail in
Constantia. Jessica discovered her
love for words in primary school
when she discovered an old poetry
book on her family bookshelf. The
book, a matric set work from the
80s, set her on a path to complete
a Media and English degree at
the University of Cape Town.
Jessica hopes to be a travel writer,
engaging the stories of new places
and faces with flair and sensitivity.

Brent is currently head sommelier
at St. James Hotel & Club in
Mayfair, London, where lauded
chef William Drabble presides
over the one-Michelin-starred
restaurant, Seven Park Place. A fine
cuisine and fermented-beverage
professional, he founded ‘The
Noble Vine’, which developed into
‘The Vine Collaborations’, a finewine consultancy service, lending
his expertise to the USA, United
Kingdom and his home country,
South Africa. Brent has travelled
the wine countries of Europe
extensively and worked as assistant
sommelier at JAN in Nice.
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Ghana

where an appetite
for the unexpected
is essential
thick eyelashes hanging above milky
pools of moon. This was the bizarre
poetic charm of the streets of Ghanaian
villages naively casting a veneer over
the harshness. The burning red sun,
the haze, the smell of dust, drying fish,
excrement. A dizzying confusion.

PRIVATE CHEF DEBBIE SCHEMBRI SET
OUT TO FIND AN ALTERNATIVE WAY
OF LIFE TO HERS IN MALTA, SEEKING
ANSWERS IN THE AWKWARD.
Alone, staring at the hole in the ceiling at
4am in a hostel in Accra. Hugging my bag,
I listened to the scuttling on the roof top.
Outside the waves hammered and the
disquieting swish of a reed brush against
the dusty floor went on relentlessly. I felt
as far from brave as possible.

Two things became clear. One, street
food was a big NO. Two, the amusement
of locals and servers watching me eat
was always transparent. The taxi driver
(I had asked for recommendations) sat
opposite me eating ‘white Western
special food’ whilst I juggled eating a
green goat and crab soup with fufu with
one hand as he very indiscreetly filmed
me. A bizarre role reversal.

I was determined to get my bearings
and a hold of the place I had so
stubbornly decided to fly to. Typewriters
and clerks, old-fashioned press irons,
mud huts, Singer sewing machines,

8
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Markets in Ghana are a cacophony of colours
and sights. Dried fish of all sorts, mountains
of cassava, countless chilies in all hues,
mystery leaves and grape-like vegetables,
giant snails and vividly-coloured tomatoes,
palm nuts and cream garden eggs.

I expected Ghanaian food to be more
bizarre. Perhaps, on the outside it
does look this way. Menus read like
indexes to an obscure food atlas and I
had to Google dishes countless times
in one sitting. However, food patterns
did emerge. From my understanding,
the pillars are tomato, pepper (chili),
onion, garlic, and palm oil. Additionally,
each protein dish is accompanied
by a stomach-bloating starch. Fufu,
being the most frequently served,
is a staple in West Africa. The base
can vary between cassava, malanga
or yams used alone. In Ghana they
tend to use cassava flour mixed with
unripe plantains. It is a long process
of pounding and mixing with a heavy
wooden stick until a tacky, raw bread

The shadow of hypochondria was
difficult to shake off. Sadly, sanitation is
still severely lacking, and food storage
practices did little to instil confidence.
Plantain chips and probiotics became
my best friend as I tried to assess the
risk factors of each food. The safest
way was to ask the locals where they
would eat. Happily, this led me to some
authentic chop houses. Momentarily
ignoring my sensible inner voice, I
amused one server greatly by ordering
dishes of snails and bushmeat. Both
very grassy, almost muddy and tasting
like the epitome of farmyard. The
idea of bushmeat continued to haunt
me as later in the day I froze as a
bushmeatesque-looking mouse ran
across my hostel room.

10

Favourite
dishes?
Red Red was one of my favourite
dishes, consisting of black-eyed
beans and plantains fried in
palm oil. Kelewele, a snack of
fried plantains tossed in a sweet,
salty, and spicy mix is also up
there. My most memorable dish
though must be a simple plate
of grilled snapper served with
pepe sauce, a fiery shito pepperbased mix, and kenkey. Kenkey
is another form of starch, this
time fermented corn that is then
steamed in the husks.

12

dough consistency is achieved. Fufu
is eaten by forming a small ball in the
right hand and creating an indentation
to scoop up the sauce then moved in
one fell swoop to the mouth. Contrarily,
I often found myself having a bath in
whatever meal I was eating. I refused
cutlery for the entirety of my stay
revelling in the child-like joy of eating
so naturally and finding I felt more
connected with the food.

beef, fish, and other unidentifiable
mouthfuls. Punchy, rich, and intense.
Dishearteningly, plastic bags are all
the rage in Ghana. I was most baffled
when on the last day of my travels I
was led to a tiny shack in the tangled
labyrinth of the market where an ample
woman sat, legs akimbo, hugging
three bubbling vats of soup. A woman
stood next to her, pounding fufu
rhythmically whilst negotiating prices
with customers. Regulars milled in and
out ordering ladles of their favourite
soup. Without fail the ripping hot soup
was poured into a plastic bag and
most times many opted to have a bit of
everything in the same bag.

I encountered many dishes that
combined two seemingly random foods
with no rules against mixing. When, on
one occasion I asked if I could try the
light soup and the ground nut soup, I
took it for granted that they would be
served in separate bowls. Instead, both
were poured into the same bowl. The
result was a melange of chicken, snails,

Markets in Ghana are a cacophony
of colours and sights. Dried fish of all
sorts, mountains of cassava, countless

13
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A highlight was a cooking class organised by Global Mamas.
My enthusiastic teacher, Esi, was nothing short of spectacular.

chillies in all hues, mystery leaves
and grape-like vegetables, giant
snails and vividly-coloured tomatoes,
palm nuts and cream garden eggs.
Mountains of millet and fufu powder
sit alongside hacked cows’ feet and
whole heads resting absurdly next to
their dismembered bodies. Despite my
enthusiasm it became dishearteningly
clear that taking photos was not
welcomed and treated with suspicion
or a shout.

mesmerising in the way that she cut
the ingredients deftly on her hands as
my grandmother used to do. Copious
amounts of red palm oil were used, and
of course a Maggi stock cube found
its way into the dish. Once we had
finished cooking Esi moved the pot
to the table with her asbestos hands
and beckoned her two nieces to join
us. Eating with our hands and sharing
from the same bowl brought more
significance to the whole experience. It
reinforced how intimate mealtimes can
be, even with relative strangers, from
completely different backgrounds.

A highlight was a cooking class
organised by Global Mamas. My
enthusiastic teacher, Esi, was nothing
short of spectacular. Sporting a
hairpiece that morphed Sonic the
Hedgehog and an outrageous 60’s
wig she strutted through the streets of
Cape Coast like a tigress. In her glaring
yellow, figure-hugging twin set she was
the disco queen of the South. She held
herself with such pride, tottering on her
heels through the dusty roads, smiling
and greeting everyone.

I feel like I was quick to judge Ghana
harshly. It felt at once chaotic yet
stagnant. There was constant noise,
constant smells, constant confusion.
The moments of silence, away from
the attention that Ghana demands
were a rarity. Yet, there was something
intriguing about all this confusion.
Ghana is not subtle. Patterns and
colours scream at you, the flavours are
not delicate, and the people are vocal.
Ghana is by no means comfortable.
Certainly though, this country of
contradictions and contrasts is not
easily forgettable. Sometimes a place
isn’t easy to travel, but as my sage
taxi driver told me, as I dramatized
the story of my bushmeat encounter,
‘but Debbie, you have experienced,
therefore really, you have no excuse!’.

I was led to her modest shack and
Introduced to the ingredients to be
used in the dish of Red Red that we
would be cooking. There were no fancy
tools, only a wood-burning stove with
manual fanning or splashing water onto
the embers acting as a thermostat.
Subtly swigging on alcohol throughout,
Esi was incredibly jovial and

14
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Cork &Fork

Fork. After three years, Dominique passed
the management of this flagship location
on to his daughter, Antoinette, and
expanded the retail concept to a new Cork
& Fork storefront in Bethesda, Maryland.
Two years later, the third Cork & Fork
storefront opened in the heart of
Washington, D.C., in the vibrant and
cuisine-centric neighborhood of Logan
Circle. Today, this location is the pride
and joy of the Landragin family. As
nurtured as the curated wine selection
is, so is the concept of the company.
Cork & Fork is more than a wine store;
it is a way for the Landragin family to
communicate their zest for life, express
their appreciation for the culture of
quality wine, and demonstrate their
support of wineries embodying ethical
wine production practices.

a dynamic family story
Cork & Fork Fine Wine Merchants is a unique
reflection of multiple decades of winemaking
experience by Dominique Landragin.

OWNED BY G.H. MUMM
AND CLASSIFIED AS A
HISTORIC MONUMENT, THE
MOULIN DE VERZENAY IS
AN ICONIC LANDMARK OF
DOMINIQUE’S BIRTHPLACE

THE WINE SELECTION PHILOSOPHY
AT THE FOREFRONT OF CORK &
FORK, LOGAN CIRCLE, WASHINGTON
D.C., IS THE SUSTAINABILITY OF
ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL
STANDARDS OF EACH WINERY AND
THE HIGH WINE QUALITY OF EACH
BOTTLE.
The concept of Cork & Fork Fine Wine
Merchants began on a whim when
Dominique Landragin, the founder,
contemplated a retirement project. After
a lifetime dedicated to making wine
across the globe in both the New and
Old Worlds, Dominique embraced a
different adventure type. He established
the premium wine store under his family
name, Landragin LLC, in 2005 with
the opening of the flagship location in
Virginia, USA, operating under Cork &

18

The Landragin family traces back to
the 1500s to the town of Rethel, in the
Ardennes Département of Champagne,
about 50 miles from Reims. Here at the
crossroads of this historic trade-route,
the Landragin’s were known as notable
wool merchants. The Landragin family
branched out from textiles to vineyard
ownership and established land holdings
in Verzenay in 1772. This began the multigenerational story of the Landragin’s
ongoing love affair and lifetime
commitment to the vine and wine.
Dominique’s grandfather, René Robert,
was the first of the family to work with
Champagne Veuve Clicquot as the Verzy
Grand Cru Regional Viticulturist and
Manager, from 1900 to 1945. Dominique’s
father, Pierre Gustave Landragin, followed
suit and took a similar position at Veuve
Clicquot in Verzy in the 1930s, then
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His talent for crafting the most delicate
bubbles led Dominique and his young
family to Australia, where the role of
Chief Sparkling Winemaker at Seppelt
& Sons Great Western, Ararat, Victoria,
was presented to him in 1978. Here in
the great Australian outback, Dominique
'mastered the art of the blend’, as the
legendary wine writer James Halliday
wrote of Dominique, ‘of Australian
sparkling wine’.

DOMINIQUE AND
ANNA LANDRAGIN,
PARTNERS IN LOVE,
LIFE, AND BUSINESS
SINCE 1968
moved on to assume the role of Vineyard
Manager at the Champagne Heidsieck
Monopole where he managed vines both
in Bouzy and in Verzenay. Pierre then
chose to expand as a grower and, in 1952,
oversaw the production of his namesake
champagne, Champagne Landragin,
under the classification of 'Récoltant
Manipulant' or 'Grower Champagne'.
With six generations of Champenois
heritage flowing through his veins,
Dominique Landragin, Pierre's only
son, followed in his father's viticultural
footsteps. During his formative years,
working with his uncles in the vineyards,
his passion for viticulture blossomed.
Dominique went on to achieve his Wine
Technician Diploma at the Avize Lycée
Viticole de la Champagne, Champagne,
and a Bachelor of Sciences in Viticulture
& Oenology at the winemaking school in
Beaune, Burgundy. Dominique worked
as Vineyard Manager with Champagne
Maison Lanson and Champagne Maison
Deutz in the Champagne and Loire
Valley regions.
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In 1982, Dominique co-founded
Yellowglen Vineyards, an iconic
sparkling wine estate in Ballarat,
Victoria, Australia, and the only
Méthode-Traditionnelle producer in
Australia at the time. Inevitably due to
his Champagne roots, the production
focused on Chardonnay and Pinot Noir.
Dominique sourced prime fruit from the
Yarra Valley, Smythesdale, Strathbogie
Ranges, Mildura, Hunter Valley, and
sometimes as far as Coonawarra.
Yellowglen, with Dominique at the head
of the blender's table, was the first to
release bottlings of a Crémant and Brut
Rosé to the domestic Australian wine
market. The production exploded, and
the excellent 1982 vintage saw an entire
year’s worth of production of Méthode
Champenoise Chardonnay sell out
within two weeks of release.
While in Australia, Dominique worked
with some of the most influential
winemakers and mentored by the
likes of Bill Seppelt, Ian Home, and Bill
Holmes. Along with consulting for Elders,
Dominique went on to consult for Mildara
in Victoria, Peter Lehmann in the Barossa,
Tyrrell’s in Hunter Valley, Yarra Burn in
the Yarra Valley, all while launching his
project, Landragin Australia, Ballarat,

DRINKS TROLLEY

Victoria. Dominique worked with one foot
in Champagne and the other in Australia
as a flying winemaker, but something was
calling to him from another New World
producing country.
During a visit to the USA, while marketing
Landragin Australia, Dominique saw
opportunities in making wine in the
States. Once again, he took to the skies
to pursue a new opportunity with Prince
Michel Vineyard and Winery in the historic
winemaking state of Virginia. Dominique
soon became President of this pioneering
wine estate on the East Coast.
Today, the nation’s capital, Washington
D.C., is where Dominique calls home,
and it is here where Cork & Fork is
located. This wine store is a familyrun affair, reputed to offer one of the
best wine selections in the tri-state
area of Washington, D.C., Virginia, and

Maryland. Cork & Fork boasts over
1,200 references and specialises in
small grower Champagnes, as well as
attaining niche selections from various
wine-producing pockets in France, such
as Burgundy, Rhône Valley, Languedoc,
Jura, Alsace, and Loire Valley. One of
the claims to fame for this unique wine
merchant is the refined selection of cult,
premium Californian wines from Napa
Valley and Sonoma County, purchased
from exclusive sources from the USA's
West Coast. The team keeps a constant
and watchful eye on the market and
adapts the selection in ways to reflect
the ever-changing consumer trends,
such as increasing the size of the Rosé
department to represent one of the
largest selections of pink delights in the
D.C. area. All of this is achieved while
offering an accessible and welcoming
atmosphere for wine lovers.

Meet Antoinette
Dominique's daughter, Antoinette
Landragin, was born when Dominique
was making wine at Yellowglen.
Dominique trained Antoinette’s palate
from an early age by offering her a
sip of wine at dinner and asking her
for an analysis on the acidity or fruit
components. It was clear Dominique
found his protégée.
Antoinette manages this familyowned wine business with passion
and embraces many roles within the
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company, one of which is Head Wine
Buyer. In this position, Antoinette
chooses to stock the shelves with
wines from environmentally, socially,
and economically ethical wineries.
Antoinette’s extensive resumé of wine
certificates, industry accolades, judging
experience, and extensive wine travel
to over 14 different wine-producing
countries for wine-related study allows
for the acquisition of the finest quality
wines at Cork & Fork. Always coupling
wine quality is the requirement for each
producer carried by Cork & Fork to
have positive social and environmental
impacts. Each winery is researched,
and each wine closely analyzed before
being stocked.
Antoinette values personal client
engagement as a priority while gaining
consumer trust by selling honest and
transparent wines with discerning
knowledge for each producer.
Consumer education is a signature of
the store and is essential for Antoinette.
"The wine industry is in a state of
constant evolution and knowledge of
harvest changes every year. Vineyard
designations morph, and new scientific

discoveries are shared, so our
responsibility is to stay current.”
Sharing this knowledge with
consumers is done through an
intensive selection of Masterclasses
and consumer educational events.
During the wine trade uncertainty for
the South African viticultural industry,
Antoinette increased support for
South African wines in her market. She
created the platform for South African
wineries allowing consumers to enjoy
presentations of some of the region’s
most premium labels. Guest speakers
included winemakers and winery
owners from both the historically
significant wineries in South Africa, as
well as those bringing new ideas to the
wine world.
Dominique’s passion for wine was
successfully passed on to the next
generation. Under the guidance of
Antoinette, Cork & Fork stays true to
the purity of the fruit in the bottle, the
transposition of the expression of terroir
through the winemaker’s translation,
and the sustainability of the industry,
both socially and environmentally.

THE GOURMET’S CHOICE

The connoisseur's choice
The 2020 La Motte Sauvignon
Blanc, with its light straw colour
and hint of green, is perfect
with chef Eric Bulpitt’s hake
parcels with buttery potatoes
and a green bean and mint
salad. Characteristic of La
Motte Sauvignon Blanc, it has
ample fruit flavours that include
winter melon, gooseberry and
sophisticated lime aromas.
Available online or at their
tasting room at R80 per bottle.
The 2018 vintage of the
Bordeaux-inspired La Motte
Millennium consists of Merlot
(52%), Cabernet Franc (30%),
Petit Verdot (10%) and Malbec
(8%), matured separately for
12 months in 300-litre Frenchoak barrels. The colour is deep.
A slightly herbaceous, earthy
aroma with understated spice
is followed on the palate with
intense blueberries and fresh
acidity. Try it with red meat or
roasts, a mild curry, creamy
sauces and earthy mushrooms.
Buy online or at their tasting
room at R90 per bottle.
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TN: Definitely with a cold snap the body
craves heavier red wines. Certain wines
just taste better at certain times of the
year depending on its weight, depth and
temperature.

The relationship between a chef
and a sommelier is a symbiotic one,
well represented when Tinashe was
sommelier at three-plated The Test
Kitchen, working with chef Luke Dale
Roberts. Here chef Jonathan Davies
chats to sommelier Tinashe.

Tinashe Nyamudoka
is a true multipotentialite with an
undying passion
for wine. He is one
of Africa’s leading
sommeliers by
trade but is also an
international wine
judge, winemaker,
entrepreneur and
father of two.

JD: DO YOU HAVE ANY TIPS FOR
THE READERS WHO MAY FIND WINE
PAIRINGS DAUNTING AT HOME?

JD: YOUR LIKES AND DISLIKES
ABOUT THE INDUSTRY?
TN: Likes – I love that the industry brings
people together and what better way to
do this over a table with food and wine.
Dislikes – The hours and missing
spending time with family.
JD: HOW CLOSELY DO YOU WORK
WITH THE CHEF ON A DAILY BASIS?
TN: I work very closely. I am always
interacting with the chefs in the kitchen
daily. At The Test Kitchen, Luke would
always call me to taste new dishes and
to work together to find the perfect wine
pairing.

Twenty minutes with...

Tinashe Nyamudoka
24

TN: Don’t over complicate it, look at
the textures of the wine and food and if
they complement one another and feel
right in the mouth then it works. It can
be opposites that create that amazing
sensation, so concentrate on the overall
palate not just flavour.
JD: AS A MAN WITH MANY ARROWS
IN HIS QUIVER WHICH DO YOU
PREFER - SOMMELIER, WINEMAKER
OR COMPETITION JUDGE?
TN: Sommelier.
JD: HOW HAVE YOU KEPT BUSY
DURING LOCKDOWN?

JD: AT HOME DO YOU CREATE A DISH
FIRST THEN THE WINE?

TN: Rebranding and marketing my wine
Kumusha and setting up a digital academy.

TN: I love to see the chef get into the
creative zone to come up with dishes
and then find the challenge of finding
a wine to enhance that chef’s creativity
very rewarding. Always dish first then
wine, even at home.

JD: WHAT CHALLENGES, IF ANY, HAVE
YOU SET YOURSELF?
TN: I would like to sell one million bottles
of Kumusha in five years.
JD: WHO HAS HAD THE BIGGEST
IMPACT ON YOUR CAREER SO FAR?

JD: IF YOU WERE TO BUY A BOAT
NOW WHAT WOULD YOU CALL IT?

TN: Luke Dale Roberts, definitely. He
gave me the guidance and ability to grow
and never held me back, always allowing
me to explore other avenues. I learnt
about business from him as well as food
and wine knowledge.

TN: Kumusha 1 as there is definitely
going to be more than one.
JD: DO YOU FEEL WINE LIKE FOOD
CAN BE SEASONAL?
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Intrepid wine
lovers, the Cape
South Coast calls
Join Brent Bartlett in discovering Restless
River, Storm Wines and Gabriëlskloof,
three of the most sought-after wine
producers on the Cape South Coast.
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HANNES STORM
OF STORM WINES

2

Gabriëlskloof

Storm Wines

Hemel-enAarde Valley

Restless River

‘Heaven and Earth’ and rightly
so, as the valley is dramatically
cradled by the Kleinriver and
Babylonstoren mountains,
with its highest peak rising to
1149 metres. The Onrus River
flows through the valley and is
home to a mere 450 hectares
of vines, knitted together
as a patchwork quilt. The
foothills of these mountains
are ancient soils and provide
optimal growing conditions
for these delicate vines. The
valley is cooled by morning fog
and tended by oceanic winds
flowing up from Antarctica via
the Benguela current. It favours
both noble grape varieties – this
exceptionally cool-climate winegrowing region is renowned for
its world-class production of Pinot
Noir and Chardonnay. The area,
surrounded by vineyards and lush
mountainous fynbos native to the
Western Cape, plays a vital role in
the biodiversity of growing vines
in conjunction with nature.

Bot River
The Overberg Wine Route
is surrounded by plains of
lush green rolling hills and
farmlands. Reminiscent of the
Languedoc-Roussillon, the Bot
River Ward has developed a
distinct community of down-toearth, artisanal wine producers.
It sits on the edge of the
UNESCO-registered Kogelberg
Biosphere, one of the most
biodiverse areas in the world.
Renowned for its cool maritime
microclimate, which is influenced
by its proximity to the lagoon
and Walker Bay with drastic
temperature transitions, these
soils change in composition
within metres. Glen Rosa,
Klapmuts and Table Mountain
sandstone soils dominate.
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Storm Wines

Located in this heavenly wine-growing
region are Hannes and Nathalia Storm
of Storm Wines. They first planted vines
in 2008, and Storms’ maiden vintage
was born in 2012. After spending a
further eighteen months in bottle, the
wines were released in 2014.

HANNES AND
NATHALIA STORM

Nathalia works on the elegant content
for the brand and is never shy in
lending her knowledge and skills in
the cellar alongside Hannes who is
the crafter of these benchmark wines
from South Africa. Hannes is wholeheartedly focused on the expression
of single vineyards. He has diligently
and thoughtfully selected vineyard
sites or ‘climat’ according to the soil
composition, climatic influences and
biodiversity. Through mindful farming
practices, he creates a sense of unity
within the vineyards, connecting earth
and fruit. Farming on three uniquely
sourced site-specific soils, one on
each ward in the valley, allows for
an array of fruit pronouncement,
dedicated to Pinot Noir and
Chardonnay. He is the only producer in
the valley representing all three wards
through Pinot Noir, achieving this with
precision and direction.

sustainably, maintaining his soils and
encouraging life and vitality amongst
the vines. Yielding low, small and
compact berry-bunches, his wines show
concentration and a distinct personality.
His philosophies too are ingrained in his
wines – his aim is to bottle the purest
representation of each vineyard site.
At Storm there is a contagious
atmosphere of passion. Housed by an
understated barn-like structure where
a ‘hands-off’ approach is applied as
the yield of high quality fruit from the
exhausting vineyard work make an
entrance. Handled with care, fermented
by natural yeasts, basket-pressed then
flowing by gravity into French-oak barrels.
The fermenting fruits of a labour-of-love
are left to integrate and mature in peace
in barrels, then bottled and laid to rest for
a further settling period before release.

Storm Wines is a true reflection of
the diversity in terroir and exploration
of influences our environment has
on the growth of vineyards, found
in this beautiful maritime wine
growing region. Hannes is a saltof-the-earth character, he farms

Time is of the essence at Storm Wines.
The true value of patience, perseverance
and working alongside nature to produce
a living organism are evident in every
glass of their sought-after wines.
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‘VREDE’ meaning ‘peace’ is
nestled on a steep northeastfacing slope in the Hemelen-Aarde ward. Rooted into
low-vigour stony, clay-rich
‘Bokkeveld’ shale soils showing
generous but sophisticated
characteristics in the wine.
‘IGNIS’ meaning ‘fire’ is nurtured
on decomposed granite soils and
sits at a higher elevation in the
Upper Hemel-en-Aarde ward on
a northern-facing slope. Ignis is
organically farmed and refers to
the fact that granite is an igneous
rock formation from fire to stone.
This wine shows harmony and
longevity and a touch more
austerity and perfume as one
result of a slower ‘veraison’
period and more vigorous soils,
attaining structure and elegance.
‘RIDGE’ is located in the Hemelen-Aarde Ridge ward, which
similarly lay in low-vigour, stony
clay-rich ‘Bokkeveld’ shale soil
but on a cooler east-facing slope,
producing poise and elegance.

HARVEST TIME AT
STORM WINES
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in 1999, the oldest in the valley. It’s
a unique and highly sought-after
Cabernet Sauvignon that speaks its
own language, shooting to cult status
internationally soon after release
in 2012. Delicate, well-structured
but never overbearing, it’s foodfriendly, with fine, integrated tannins,
complementing an array of traditional
or contemporary delicacies. Craig takes
pleasure in making wines to enjoy with
good food. His main objective is to
allow the grapes to express themselves,
revealing their origin with as little
intervention as possible. “My wines are
not made in an effort for them to be the
hero at the table, but rather to be the
subtle, complementing component to a
beautifully-crafted meal.”

Restless River

Enter through the discreet white pillars
and black gates to the quaint Restless
River vineyards and homestead.
Husband-and-wife team Craig and Anne
Wessels are behind these ethicallygrown wines. Craig’s first love is farming;
he pays special attention to growing
wine, not making wine in the cellar
(for him, originally a garage). Highly
passionate about terroir, the precise
selection of vineyard sites suits his
production style. Craig quickly learned
that meticulous vineyard techniques
were the key to producing high-quality
wines. He has taken on three grape
varieties that create the core trio of
wines under the Restless River label –
Pinot Noir, Chardonnay and Cabernet
Sauvignon – at high elevation in the
Upper Hemel-en-Aarde appellation.

Key elements are consideration without
compromise; vineyard site selection
via slope, soil and radiation mapping,
meticulous farming and always being
aware of the style of fruit the terroir will
best reflect. As Craig has navigated
his understanding of the surrounding
microclimates, he has incorporated his
winemaking philosophy of preferring
‘sense over science’. “There is no
recipe, I must be versatile, innovative
and adjust with the evolution of the
biological cycles of nature – this is the
essence of the farm. We are farming
abundantly with living organisms, we
need to listen to them,” says Craig.
The ‘Main Road and Dignity’ are two
single-vineyard blocks of Cabernet
Sauvignon, first planted on the farm
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‘AVA MARIE’ is their special twohectare single-vineyard block of
Chardonnay, also planted in 1999,
grown on shallow top soils varying from
grey, sandy gravel to rocky sandstone.
Below this lies deep, decomposed
granite clay, heavily peppered with
small quartz crystals. Craig knows the
varying characteristics of each square
metre of his vineyards so well that he
endorses a ‘trie’ which often involves

CRAIG AND
ANNE WESSELS

up to 10 pickings, sometimes at slightly
different ripening periods. Compact
bunches undergo whole-cluster
pressing, then a combination of barrel,
terracotta amphora and stainless-steel
fermentation and maturation. Think
warm summer evenings, fresh oysters
and his elegantly restrained, mineral
Chardonnay and you’ll be propelled
into an orgasmic combination of
sensory exploration.
‘LE LUC’ is 1.3 hectares of Pinot Noir,
also single-vineyard registered and
planted in 2013 using three different
Burgundian clonal selections. Together
with the stony clay soils and the use
of some whole cluster fermentation,
Craig is able to attain a delicate balance
between red berry fruit, savoury
elements, and a silky tannin structure.
He works closely with his cooper in
Burgundy, who has visited the vineyards
twice, and subsequently selects the oak
and fires the barrels specifically for Le
Luc. Although the vineyard is still young,
Craig’s attention to detail is borderline
OCD, and the result is a serious Pinot
that is already expressing a character
and refinement that indicates the worldclass potential of this particular Hemelen-Aarde vineyard.
At Restless River almost everything is
done by hand, always to the highest
standards and with the environment in
mind. Equipped with one of the coolest
climates in the Cape winelands, a wildcard attitude, an old-school approach
and restless quest for knowledge, the
Wessels family are producing some of
South Africa’s most exciting wines.
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“My wines are
not made in an
effort for them
to be the hero
at the table,
but rather to
be the subtle,
complementing
component to
a beautifullycrafted meal.”
– Craig Wessels

Gabriëlskloof

Enjoy the renowned, cool, maritime
winds being funnelled from nearby
Walker Bay through the fields of
flowering canola as you pass through
the Swartrivier Road. As you approach
Gabriëlskloof Wine Estate, slow down
to appreciate the welcoming line of
olive trees and blue cranes in the flock
of grazing sheep before you enter the
cobblestone entrance.

vision of developing it into a wine estate.
After critical analysis of these untouched
soils, in 2002, it was decided to plant
vineyards in micro-climates that had never
been planted to vines before. Mindfully,
82 hectares of land was also allocated
entirely to fynbos, mostly Renosterveld.
Staying true to the Overberg style,
using locally-sourced materials to
build a minimalistic- styled, gravityflow wine cellar. Today these boutique
walls, constructed from rock, that were
discovered on the farm, are one of
the key features. By 2009 there was a
tasting room and restaurant. At the helm
of the restaurant, Frans and Mariaan
Groenewald craft dishes from seasonal,
locally grown produce, sourced from
neighbouring farms.

Gabriëlskloof Wine Estate, once a
portion of the original Avontuur farm
established in 1732 was then solely
owned by Gabriël Le Roux in 1842. It
is the realisation of a dream for South
African, Bernhard Heyns. He searched
for several years to find the unique
piece of land that would ‘root him to the
spot’ and purchased it in 2001 with the
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The terroir was best suited to the
planting of Bordeaux and Rhône
varieties, in 2002 the first noble
Bordeaux varietal clones were
planted – Cabernet Sauvignon,
Merlot, Malbec and Cabernet Franc on
clay-rich ‘Bokkeveld’ shale .The rest
followed by 2007, rooted in sandstone
and shale best suited to Semillon
and Syrah. Soon after, in 2009, fruit
maturity was deemed optimal for the
bottling of the maiden vintage.
In 2014 winemaker extraordinaire
Peter-Allan Finlayson was appointed
winemaker and coincidentally married
Nicolene Heyns at the wedding
chapel on the farm in 2012.
Since then, Peter-Allan has upheld
the values of biodiversity at the farm
by introducing an in-depth approach
to sustainable, responsible and ecofriendly farming. He has encouraged
the growth of organic matter, cover
cropping, avoiding pesticides and
monitoring water retention. After
waiting patiently, the opportunity was
taken to graft virgin Chenin Blanc onto
older Semillon vines.
The Landscape series came to life in
2015 when artisanal craftsmanship
by Peter-Allan saw a change in the
style of wines and focus on specific
single-terroir sites that thrive on
the farm, thereby conveying and
voicing the uniqueness of the land
through Cabernet Franc and Syrah
respectively. The old vine Chenin
Blanc and Semillon take names
from Bernhard’s older sisters, Elodie
and Magdalena. These old vines

are sourced from the Swartland and
Franschhoek regions.
Grown with integrity, the fruit is gently
guided from the vineyards to the wedding
chapel, which has now been converted
to a cellar, exclusively dedicated to the
nurturing of the Landscape Series wines.
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Gabriëlskloof is proud to be recognised
by the WWF-SA by championing
conservation on the Kogelberg
Biosphere. The farm community has a
strong bond and common objectives.
In pursuit of capturing the terroir, each
bottle of wine at Gabriëlskloof represents
the land it was grown on.

BERNHARD HEYNS
AND PETER-ALLAN
FINLAYSON
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Home celebrations
dining in for all occasions
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SMOKED SNOEK AND
PICKLED PRAWN
TOAST BY CHEF SCOT
KIRTON OF THREEPLATED LA COLOMBE

GOURMET GUIDE/SPRING 2020

RESTAURANTS AND CHEFS
SHOWED THE ULTIMATE
INNOVATION DURING LOCKDOWN,
OFFERING DINE-IN EXPERIENCES.
THE GOURMET GUIDE TEAM
CHOSE A FEW ‘DINE-IN’ OPTIONS,
LIT THEIR FIRES AND CREATED
THEIR OWN FOOD-AND-WINE
PAIRINGS AT HOME.

too spread culinary happiness with their
tapas and special basket options.
We are delighted to now have the option
of dining out, but in order to reminisce
and share the spoils, these crafty chefs
have offered to share some of their
best Spring recipes with you. Visit their
websites to check if they are open for
dine-in, dine-out and takeaways.

Three-plated La Colombe provided
the perfect fare for an anniversary
celebration, and Foxcroft for a casual
end-of-the-week wind-down.

SMOKED SNOEK AND PICKLED
PRAWN TOAST
By chef Scot Kirton of three-plated La
Colombe

Both Nobu at One&Only Cape
Town and Chefs Warehouse
Beau Constantia lived up to the
expectations of two-plate status.
Nobu provided zen and comfort,
a delectable spread of Japanese
dishes from sublime sushi to their
legendary black cod miso. The ‘Pickup and Go’ option at Beau allowed
us to witness the finishing touches
to our dishes when we collected,
and whilst making payment, we were
guided in our wine choices to make
when back home. The memory of the
lamb rib pie will live on…

INGREDIENTS
Smoked snoek pâté
400g smoked snoek, flaked
62,5ml mayonnaise
½ lemon, juice and zest
1½t tomato paste
½ onion, chopped
2T chopped gherkins
½ clove garlic, finely chopped
150g cream cheese
3g dill, picked and chopped
3g parsley, picked and chopped
salt
black pepper

A high tea from the Belmond Mount
Nelson put on a fitting spread for
Fathers’ Day. Spices were the order
of the day in a stand-out South Indian
fish curry from one-plated restaurant
Aubergine and an impressive array
of dishes from one-plated Upper
Bloem Restaurant. Two-plated DW
eleven-13 put generosity of flavour
and abundance on their delivery, and
the LivingRoom at Summerhill Estate

Pickled prawn
30g butter
1 onion, sliced
1 bay leaf
5g cumin seeds, toasted and blended
15g coriander seeds, toasted and
blended
10g turmeric
25g mild curry powder
100g sugar
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2C white wine vinegar
200g prawns, cleaned
flour
salt

place in warm pickle for 10 minutes.
6 Remove and portion when needed.
Herb purée
1 Place vinegar, lemon juice, garlic,
Dijon and capers in a blender and
blend until combined. 2 Slowly emulsify
some oil to create an emulsion. 3 Add
picked herb leaves and blend, adding
more oil as necessary. 4 Season with
salt and additional lemon juice if
required.

Herb purée
20ml white wine vinegar
1½t lemon juice
½ clove garlic
1½t Dijon mustard
15g capers, rinsed
50g Italian parsley leaves, picked
25g basil leaves, picked
5g mint leaves, picked
240ml Canola oil
salt

Sourdough croute
1 Portion sourdough into 6cm x 2,5cm
batons. 2 Toast just before use.
PLATING
1 Place the sourdough croute on a flat
surface. 2 Spread a layer of smoked
snoek pâté on the croute and top that
with 3 pieces of sliced pickled prawn.
3 Using a squeeze bottle or piping bag,
pipe a few dots of herb purée on top.
4 To finish, garnish with micro radish
shoots, micro coriander shoots and pea
tendrils.

Sourdough croute
1 loaf sourdough
Garnish
micro radish shoots
micro coriander shoots
pea tendrils
METHOD
Smoked snoek pâté
1 Combine all ingredients except the
cream cheese and herbs in a blender
and mix until combined. 2 Place
blended ingredients in a bowl and fold
through cream cheese. 3 Season with
the herbs, salt and pepper.

SERVES 6
Storm Wines Vrede Chardonnay 2019
CLICK HERE TO BOOK

Pickled prawn
1 Sweat onions and bay leaves in
butter until soft. 2 Add spices and fry
for 1 minute. 3 Add sugar and vinegar
and cook down to a syrup. 4 Dust
prawns lightly in flour and salt and
sear quickly in a pan on a high heat.
5 Remove prawns from the pan and
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KINGKLIP SASHIMI WITH DRY MISO
By chef Harold Hurtada of two-plated
Nobu

CHEFS ‘LARB’
OF DRY-AGED
YELLOWTAIL AND
BBQ COCONUT
AND PALM SUGAR
CRUMB

INGREDIENTS
100g dry miso
120g kingklip, cut thinly into 3mm slices
1 clove garlic, fried to chips
50ml extra virgin olive oil
2T yuzu citrus juice, or substitute with
lemon or lime juice
chives, finely chopped
METHOD
1 To create dry miso – spread white/red/
yellow cooking miso as thin as possible
on a silicon mat or baking paper. Place in
a warm area to dry out naturally for 1 to
2 days. Alternatively, dry in an oven for
1 to 2 hours at 110°C. Once dry, crumble
evenly or blend using an electric
blender. Any extra you make can be
stored in a cool, dry container for up to
one month. 2 To prepare your fish, fillet,
remove bones and skin. Slice thinly.
3 Place your kingklip slices flat on a
serving dish. 4 To make the garlic chips,
slice the garlic and fry in olive oil until
golden brown. Set aside. 5 Combine
olive oil and yuzu citrus juice and drizzle
on top of the fish. 6 Sprinkle dry miso,
chopped chives and garlic chips over
the fish slices.
SERVES 2
Storm Wines Ridge Chardonnay 2019

CLICK HERE TO BOOK
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300ml lime juice
300ml fish sauce

CHEFS ‘LARB’ OF DRY-AGED
YELLOWTAIL AND BBQ COCONUT
AND PALM SUGAR CRUMB

Coconut oil dressing
50ml coconut oil
½ clove garlic

By chef Ivor Jones of two-plated Chefs
Warehouse Beau Constantia
This dish was inspired by a dish that
comes for Thailand and Laos, and is
traditionally served with pork, beef or
chicken. I just loved the flavour and
the heat so much I wanted to do a
dish using Cape Town’s beautiful fish,
and collaborate the difficult game of
balancing the flavour of salty, spicy and
sweet.

Smoked coconut
500g flaked coconut
1T palm sugar
Maldon salt to taste
puffed rice (optional)

INGREDIENTS
Larb dressing
8 chillies
8 kaffir lime leaves
+-30g palm sugar
1 thumb ginger
1 clove garlic

Garnish
Thai basil
shiso
coriander
kaffir lime leave, finely sliced
chilli
spring onion

Dry-aged yellowtail
50g yellowtail per serving or any white
raw eating fish
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METHOD
Larb dressing
1 To make the dressing pound the
chilies and the kaffir lime leaves
together, then add in the palm sugar,
garlic and ginger. 2 Mix well and add
the lime juice and the fish sauce.

TARTLET OF PHYLLO PASTRY
AND GOAT’S MILK CHEESE WITH
TAMARIND SORBET
By chef Harald Bresselschmidt of oneplated Aubergine
INGREDIENTS
Tamarind sorbet
2T olive oil
1 onion, finely chopped
30g ginger, finely chopped
2 cloves garlic, finely chopped
2T tomato paste
1t brown sugar
Sauvignon Blanc for deglazing
1 tin whole peeled tomatoes
2 sprigs of lemon thyme, chopped
30g tamarind, soaked in 150ml boiling
water
salt, pepper
1t glucose
2T Bulgarian yoghurt

Coconut oil dressing
Heat the oil, add the garlic and remove.
We just want to perfume the garlic
through the oil.
Smoked coconut
1 Place the flaked coconut in the
BBQ and cook till smokey and golden
brown. 2 Season with palm sugar
and Maldon salt. You are looking for
smokey, salty and sweet. 3 Top it off
with some puffed rice.
PLATING
1 Thinly slice the yellowtail and lay it
flat in a bowl and dress with 30ml of
the ‘Larb’ dressing. 2 Layer a mix of the
coriander, Thai basil and shiso over the
top and finish with the spring onion,
and sprinkle with finely sliced chilli
and kaffir lime leaf. 3 To finish the dish,
dress the whole dish with a couple
tablespoons of the warm infused
coconut oil. Serve the coconut crumb
on the side.

HOME CELEBRATIONS

and boil at low heat for 10 minutes.
6 Strain through a coarse sieve and
add the glucose – leave to cool. 7 Add
the yoghurt and if there isn’t an icecream maker available, you can freeze
it in the deep freezer in a wide bowl –
stir occasionally.

Tarragon vinaigrette
1T tarragon vinegar, preferably
balsamic style
4T olive oil
10g tarragon, finely chopped
salt
Garnish
seasonally with either avocado or a
small herb salad

Tartlet
1 Roast the tomatoes and one sliced
garlic clove with lemon thyme and
ground pepper for 10 minutes in the
oven at 200°C. 2 Parallel, you can
marinate the cheese with the olive oil
and herbs and work it to a soft paste.
3 Steam the aubergine in a bamboo
steamer until soft and cut out the
centre part with a round cutter. 4 Cut
the phyllo pastry into 15cm squares
using three squares per portion. Brush
the squares with the liquid butter and
place three on top of each other at a
slight angle. 5 Add the roast tomatoes
on the pastry and then the aubergine

METHOD
Tamarind sorbet
1 Sweat the onions, ginger and garlic
in olive oil for a few minutes over low
heat. 2 Add tomato paste and brown
sugar and sweat for a further 3 minutes
to caramelise the sugar. 3 Deglaze
the pan with a dash of Sauvignon
Blanc before adding the whole peeled
tomatoes, herbs and seasoning.
4 Strain the tamarind through a sieve,
use the juice and discard the seeds.
5 Add the juice to the tomato sauce

Tartlet
2 tomatoes, peeled and de-seeded,
cut into 10 wedges
1 garlic clove
lemon thyme
1 large aubergine, peeled and sliced
into 1.5cm round slices
2 sheets phyllo pastry
40g liquid butter
160g plain goat’s milk cheese
40g slightly-matured French goat’s
cheese eg Pouligny-Saint-Pierre or
Jacquin Rond
olive oil
pepper

SERVES 4
Gabriëlskloof Elodie old-vine
Chenin Blanc 2018
CLICK HERE TO BOOK
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TARTLET OF PHYLLO PASTRY
AND GOAT’S MILK CHEESE WITH
TAMARIND SORBET
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2 x 250g pieces of trout
3 bunches flat leaf/Italian parsley
1 jar trout roe/caviar

ring. Fill the middle with the goat's
cheese mixture and roll up the edges
of the pastry to shape the tartlet. Place
in the fridge until ready to bake.

METHOD
1 Thinly slice radishes into round discs
and salt. 2 Preheat oven to 80°C.
3 Add butter to pot and clarify, take
off heat once clear. 4 Add fish stock,
wine and starch to pot and whisk
until it boils, thereafter reduce by half.
5 Place fish on lightly-buttered baking
paper and put in oven for about 15
minutes – until the fish has reached a
core temp of 48°C, before the albumen
protein starts coagulating and the
fish changes colour from red/pink to
white. 6 Finely chop parsley and slowly
blend into warm/hot butter with stick
blender (keep a couple of fresh leaves
to garnish). 7 Slowly blend parsley
butter into reduction with stick blender.
8 Pass parsley sauce to remove parsley
pieces into a new pot, only heat again
once ready to serve. 9 Plate fish and
cover with thinly-sliced radish in a fish
scale like pattern, top off with fish roe
and tips of fresh parsley. 10 Heat up
sauce and serve apart, to dose at your
own discretion.

Tarragon vinaigrette
Mix the ingredients to make the
vinaigrette.
SERVING
1 About 15 minutes before serving,
place the tartlet on the baking tray and
bake it on the lowest possible shelf
for 12-15 minutes at 200°C until pastry
is brown and baked through. Dress
up the plate with the garnish and the
tartlet. 2 Spoon the vinaigrette on the
plate and serve with a quenelle of
sorbet.Bon appetit!
SERVES 4 AS A STARTER
Restless River Wanderlust
Sauvignon Blanc 2018

CLICK HERE TO BOOK

TROUT, RADISH AND PARSLEY

Serving suggestion: Serve with a
buttery mash, Romaine lettuce hearts
cut in half and flash-fried only from the
cross-section, served with a squeeze of
lemon juice, olive oil and freshly-grated
Parmesan.

By chef Johannes Richter of The
LivingRoom at Summerhill Estate
INGREDIENTS
12 radishes
200g butter
1C fish stock
150ml white wine
1T cornstarch

Gabriëlskloof Magdalena old-vine
Sémillon, Sauvignon Blanc 2017
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TROUT, RADISH AND PARSLEY
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PAN-FRIED CALAMARI, CURRY
EMULSION, CHIVE OIL AND SQUID
INK CRISP

salt
1 small packet squid ink
Salt-and-pepper baby corn
1 packet baby corn
½C rice flour
1T cracked black pepper
1T salt flakes
1t chilli flakes
milk

By chef Henry Vigar of one-plated
Upper Bloem Restaurant
INGREDIENTS
Curry emulsion
2 onions, peeled and sliced
1 red pepper, sliced
1 head garlic, cut in half
1 knob ginger, cut in large pieces
4 bay leaves
1 chilli, sliced
1t turmeric
1t coriander seeds
1t cumin seeds
1t smoked paprika
2t leaf masala
1 pinch saffron
1 tin peeled tomatoes
2L fish stock
150g butter
lemon
salt
sugar

Pan-fried calamari
100g cleaned calamari per person
salt
oil for frying
Garnish
cooked sweet corn
spring onions, sliced
METHOD
Curry emulsion
1 Sweat onion and peppers in oil.
2 Add garlic, chilli and ginger. 3 Add
all the spices and fry for a further
minute. 4 Add tomatoes and cook
down. 5 Add fish and cook for a further
30 minutes. 6 Strain and then reduce
by half. 7 Thicken with a little xanthan
gum, if needed. 8 Emulsify butter and
season with salt, sugar and lemon.

Sour cream
250g sour cream
salt
pepper

HOME CELEBRATIONS

PLATING
1 Place a small dollop of sour cream
at the bottom of the plate, followed by
curry emulsion and chive oil. 2 Place the
calamari on top, some pieces of cooked
sweet corn, sliced spring onions and
salt-and-pepper baby corn. 3 Top the
dish with the squid ink crisp.

Squid ink crisp
1 Mix all the ingredients together. 2 In
a non-stick pan, fry a small ladleful off
mixture till it becomes crisp and looks
like coral.
Salt-and-pepper baby corn
1 Blanch baby corn in salted boiling
water for 3 minutes. 2 In a separate
bowl mix together flour, pepper, salt
and chilli. 3 Cut baby corn in half, dip
into milk then the salt-and-pepper flour
and fry at 200°C until crisp.

Chef’s note: The curry emulsion and chive
oil make more than you require, however
both can be frozen for future use.
Gabriëlskloof Chenin Blanc 2019

Pan-fried calamari
Season with calamari with salt and
pan-fry in a little bit of oil, then drain on
cloth.

CLICK HERE TO BOOK

PAN-FRIED CALAMARI,
CURRY EMULSION,
CHIVE OIL AND SQUID
INK CRISP

Sour cream
1 Season sour cream with salt and
pepper. 2 Hang in cloth overnight to
draw excess liquid.

Chive oil
300g chives, roughly chopped
300g baby spinach
500g sunflower oil

Chive oil
1 Place all ingredients in Thermomix®
set on speed 6 and 60°C for 5 minutes.
2 Place in a sieve with a cloth and let
the chive oil drip through naturally.

Squid ink crisp
80g water
30g oil
10g flour
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The gourmet’s choice

WOLFE & HARE, THE LUXURY INTERIOR AND LIFESTYLE STORE IN CHELSEA,
WYNBERG, CAPE TOWN, STOCKS BESPOKE DÉCOR AND KITCHENWARE ITEMS
PERFECT FOR THE DISCERNING GOURMET.

Macadams International
For over 100 years Macadams has been a
trusted partner to the bakery, food service
and restaurant industries and will continue
doing so with great quality equipment at
affordable prices.
Contact your nearest branch today:

COCO AFRICA –
SALT-AND-PEPPER DIP SET

THREADS THAT BIND US –
NAPKINS AND DISH CLOTH

Coco Africa is a small-enterprise workshop
that designs and manufactures unique
and useful everyday products. Each item
is skilfully crafted by gifted local craftsmen
from the Franschhoek community.

Threads that bind us creates timeless pieces
for your home, handcrafted by South African
sisters, Emma and Leila. Botanically inspired,
and hand drawn.

Napkins (set of 4) R440.00
Tea towel R175.00

R240.00

LYNN MCEWAN – CROCKERY

SEW HOOKED – WINE COOLER

Lynn McEwan works from home in
Oranjezicht, Cape Town where she combines
her love of ceramics and art in her work.
Her bowls are hand-drawn and unique – no
two bowls are exactly alike. “The alchemy of
ceramics is a wonder.”

Sew Hooked strives to help empower
underprivileged women in rural
communities. They teach them skills to
improve their lives and provide a sense of
fulfilment. All products are handmade by
talented women.

Dishes range from
R149.00 – R495.00

R189.99
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Cape Town - 021 907 1000
Johannesburg - 011 472 4100
Durban - 031 569 6290
info@macadams.co.za | www.macadams.co.za
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Rekindling
the recycling
revolution

PACKAGING ON THE LINE

Retailers and
individuals can play
an important role in
addressing the scope
of recyclable food
packaging materials.
By Beryl Menezes

Waste not, want not

In South Africa, approximately 10
million tons of food valued at R60
billion, goes to waste annually.
Sustainable food packaging can
considerably reduce this food
wastage. Recycling can reduce
litter, energy consumption, carbon
emissions and landfill, while
boosting the economy through
informal job creation. South Africa’s
waste management industry is
currently worth around R25 billion,
with some of the highest recycling
rates in the world. However, there is
still a lot more that individuals and
industry can do to reduce, re-use
and recycle.
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The plastics conundrum

A 2018 report by the World Wide Fund
for Nature (WWF) indicates that South
Africans use between 30-50kg of
plastic per person per year, which can
take years to break down. However,
not all plastic is harmful, especially
if it is recycled and then reused to
manufacture new products.
Anton Hanekom, Executive Director,
Plastics SA states, “Recycling of
plastics is the most energy efficient
manufacturing process. Currently in
South Africa most packaging material,
including bags, bottles, wrappers, trays
and take-away food containers are
recycled. In 2018 we collected 46.3% of
all available recyclable materials and of
that 352 000 tons were turned into raw
material again.”
Recycled plastic bags and crates also
work out to be more cost-effective in
terms of secondary packaging material,
while for primary food packaging,
polyethylene terephthalate (PET) can
be used for bottles and for sheeting
shaped into trays and punnets.
Recycled PET (rPET) is not cheaper,
but has a smaller carbon footprint
than virgin PET. Besides, the use of
recycled packaging also helps sustain
the market for these products, boosting
jobs and reducing landfill. Despite these
advantages, the plastics packaging
industry has shrunk by approximately
9% on an annual basis, proving the
need for more awareness creation
about the use of recyclable plastic.
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The paper trail

“The key issue is to ensure that
responsible choices are made. Choose
products made from renewable
resources such as wood fibre. Ensure
that the processes are ISO certified and
the wood fibre comes from certified
sources. At Sappi, we strive to provide
paper packaging that limits or does away
with incompatible laminate layers. We
are focused on delivering paper with
barrier technology that does not diminish
the recyclability of the paper,” remarks
Richard Wells, sales and marketing
director, Paper and Paper Packaging,
South African Pulp and Paper Industries
Limited (Sappi) Southern Africa.

With plastic getting a bad name,
many retailers, brands and individuals
have switched to using paper instead.
However, increased use of paper is
also directly related to the axing of
more trees; hence the urgent need
for recycling this valuable resource.
Research by the Paper Manufacturers
Association of South Africa (PAMSA)
claims that in 2019, 1.2 million tons of
paper was recovered, out of a total
consumption of 2.43 million tons,
and 1.15 million tons was recycled
into new products. Francois Marais,
manager of Fibre Circle says, “All
paper, by nature, is recyclable –
however to give it form and function,
additives, coatings and laminates
may need to be added to it. Paper
can be recycled six to seven times
before the fibres become too short
for effective use in papermaking. If
companies adopt a circular approach
to manufacturing instead of a linear
one, i.e. design their products for
recovery and recycling, so that the
product becomes raw material for
a new product, this will encourage
effective waste management and a
lower carbon impact.” He believes
that by taking a step back instead of
just designing packaging that is ‘fit
for purpose’, a company can make
something that can be both easily
recovered and easily recycled.

Detpak, which supplies products like
take-away and check-out bags, paper
cups and food wraps to several large
retailers and international quick-service
restaurant chains is careful to advise
these brands about printing terms like
‘recyclable’ and ‘biodegradable’ on their
product packaging. Carla Breytenbach,
marketing manager, Detpak says, “Over
half of our manufacturing is from recycled
paper. We supply paper bags to the
grocery market; however plastic bags are
still preferred. Brands and restaurants
need to be conscious that by purchasing
recycled products, they not only reduce
litter, but also create demand for recycled
products. This in turn fuels their collection
and recycling, thus contributing to local
manufacturing of these products.”
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GLASS IS 100%
RECYCLABLE
WITHOUT ANY
LOSS IN QUALITY

Glass for good

South Africa consumes over 3.1 million
tons of glass annually, of which 86%
of all glass packaging used is recycled
or re-used through returnable or
refillable bottles. There are over 3 000
bottle banks placed strategically
across South Africa which assist in
domestic recoveries of glass, which is
then collected by local, independent
registered waste collection agents
and sold back to the glass packaging
industry. Returnable glass alcohol
and soft drink bottles are sent back to
beverage manufacturers where they
are sterilised, inspected and refilled.

As per Shabeer Jhetam, CEO of The Glass
Recycling Company, all glass packaging
(bottles and jars containing beverages
and foodstuffs) contains at least 40%
recycled glass content. The two glass
producers in the country, Consol Glass
and Isanti Glass, buy back cullet (broken
glass) from entrepreneurs and collectors
which is then used in the manufacture
of new glass packaging. “Glass is 100%
recyclable without any loss in quality. Using
recyclable glass (cullet) in the manufacture
of new glass significantly reduces carbon
emissions, because of lower furnace
temperature required,” he adds.
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RECYCLING AND YOU
To change our ways we need
to first change the way we
think. Rather than letting the
responsibility lie with the retailers,
we too, as individuals, can resolve
to recycle responsibly. Start by
making a conscious decision to
be part of the solution. Some of
these ways are:
Re-use and repurpose packaging
materials including shopping
bags, containers, jars and bottles.

Brand speak

Separate wet and dry waste at
home to facilitate the collection
of recyclable products and
reduce contamination.

budget bag is made from green PET
bottles. Their reverse-vending-machines
(RVM) at select stores receive all
barcoded recyclables like plastic, cans,
coffee cups, juice cartons, glass bottles
and more. Each RVM takes around
700 items and once full, is emptied for
sorting and processing.

Retailers in South Africa are doing
their bit to perpetuate the cause of
recyclable food packaging. Here’s what
some brands are doing:
WOOLWORTHS SA – All packaging
will be reusable or recyclable by 2022,
all stores free of plastic shopping bag
by December 2020. No more plastic
or plastic-stemmed ear buds. They’ve
relaunched most of their tomato
offering in craft trays, reduced the
volume of plastic use in their to-go
food range, using plastic packaging
that can be collected and recycled in
South Africa.

SHOPRITE GROUP – Since 2017, the
Group has been using compostable
packaging for vegetables to reduce use
of foam punnets. They sell recyclable
plastic bags made from 100% postconsumer recycled material. The R3
‘planet’ bags have seen more than
R200 000,00 paid to customers in
rebates for reusing the bag. The Group
has committed to 100% of its packaging
to be reusable, recyclable or compostable
and to use 30% average recycled content
in all packaging by 2025.

PICK N PAY – With a goal to ensure
that all its plastic packaging is
recyclable or reusable by 2025, several
Pick ‘n Pay-branded products contain a
high percentage of recycled materials.
Shopping bags are made from 100%
recycled plastic and their R4 green

beryl.menezes@gmail.com
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Buy local and minimise shopping
trips, buying only what you need.

Rusks are now available
in this recyclable
polypropylene bag that
combines the function
of an inner bag for
freshness and an outer
layer for strength. This is
a good example of how
retailers can rationalise
and reduce their
packaging of a box and
plastic bag.

Choose products made from
renewable and recyclable
materials by checking on-pack
labelling.
Deposit waste domestic glass at
a glass bank nearest to you and
use returnable glass bottles.
Visit local waste management
authorities to find out which
products can be recycled in the
waste stream.
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Alternaterian
HAVING A FAMILY THAT HAS
EXPANDED TO WELCOME
PARTNERS WHO ARE VEGETARIAN
AND GLUTEN INTOLERANT, JENNY
HANDLEY GLADLY STRETCHED HER
REPERTOIRE OF GO-TO DISHES TO
ACCOMMODATE THEM.

Hidden gluten
If you see the words fried, coated,
crispy, crust or malt, know that
gluten is likely to be lurking in the
ingredients. Watch out for:
Sauces, marinades, seasoning,
spices and gravies.

For an alternative to the standard pesto
made from basil and pine nuts, I often use
kale or nasturtium leaves as my green
base, and pumpkin seeds instead of pine
nuts as a cheaper option. This recipe
calls for beetroot, which produces a more
subtle green colour but oozes flavour.

I like to consider the preferences of
all guests, so a dish that is gluten-andmeat-free is ideal. I started playing
with interesting rice dishes, and now
seldom serve rice without adding other
crunchy ingredients, like chickpeas,
sunflower or pumpkin seeds, or
crispy fried onions, to add texture
and interest. By making side dishes
or vegetables more interesting and
substantial, often you will not need to
make an additional vegetarian dish.
Quinoa, polenta and corn are regular
appetite-fillers, and alternative flours
like coconut, almond, oat and rice have
become standard in my pantry.

Processed meats – often wheatbased fillers and breadcrumbs
may be hiding in burgers.
Vegetarian meat alternatives
often contain gluten. Tofu in its
unadulterated form is gluten free,
but tofu may be fried in a glutencontaining batter or marinated in
a soya sauce that contains wheat.
Soups: Noodles, barley and flour
are often used to thicken soups.
Processed potato chips may be
seasoned with malt vinegar or
contain wheat starch.
Restaurant scrambled eggs and
omelettes: restaurants may add
pancake batter to eggs for bulk.

BEETROOT PESTO

INGREDIENTS
2C beetroot leaves and tender stems
1 clove garlic, peeled
½C freshly-grated Pecorino cheese
2T pumpkin seeds or pine nuts
½C olive oil
sea salt and lemon juice to taste
METHOD
1 Trim woody stems of the beetroot
leaves, wash well, and drain. 2 Place
beetroot leaves, garlic and cheese into a
blender. 3 Add seeds. 4 Slowly add olive
oil whilst blender is running, until smooth
paste is formed. 5 Season to taste with
salt and lemon juice. 6 Keep refrigerated
or freeze in small quantities.
MAKES TWO CUPS OR MEDIUMSIZED JARS

CHICKPEA
KOFTAS

Restless River Le Luc Pinot Noir 2017
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POLENTA TART
This tart can be the base for many sweet
or savoury toppings, and the same recipe
can be made in a baking tray, cooled,
sliced into fingers and fried as chips.
INGREDIENTS
4C vegetable stock
300g instant polenta
50g Parmesan cheese, grated
20g fresh herbs, chopped
salt, pepper
Topping
1C beetroot pesto
2 rounds of feta cheese, chopped
400g cherry tomatoes, halved (try to
find a variety of colours)
30g pine nuts
10g parsley, chopped
25ml olive oil
salt
pepper

POLENTA TART

GOURMET GUIDE’S KITCHEN

METHOD
1 Preheat oven to 200°C. 2 Grease six
small tart pans, or one large tart pan,
and either grease or line with baking
paper. 3 Bring stock to the boil in a
large pot, add polenta and stir, whisking
constantly. 4 When it comes back to the
boil take off the heat, add Parmesan,
herbs and seasoning. 5 Bake in tart pans
for 15 to 20 minutes. 6 Cool in the tart
pan for 20 minutes. 7 Remove from pan
and top with your filling. 8 Serve at room
temperature.
Alternative toppings: Blue cheese and
walnuts (rosemary works well with this
combo).
SERVES 6 TO 8
Restless River Le Luc Pinot Noir 2017

COURGETTE AND PECAN BREAD

METHOD
1 Preheat oven to 180°C. 2 Line a
medium-sized loaf pan. 3 Whisk oil
and eggs. 4 Grate the courgettes and
cheese in a food processor. 5 Add
to the egg mixture, then add all dry
ingredients other than sesame seeds.
6 Pour the mixture into the loaf pan and
gently push down – do not flatten.
7 Sprinkle with the seeds. 8 Bake for
one hour. 9 Allow to cool in the loaf pan
and then turn onto a rack.

This gluten-free bread is very adaptable,
if you wish to use carrots instead of
courgettes, go for it! You can also ring the
changes with the other ingredients – any
nuts could be used instead of pecan nuts.
INGREDIENTS
3T olive oil
5 eggs
2½C courgettes
200ml cheese (cheddar, feta or
mozzarella)
½C coconut flour
2T psyllium husk
1½t baking powder
1C pecan nuts, chopped
½C pumpkin seeds
1t origanum
1t flavoured salt
2T sesame or poppy seeds

Serve with butter, or slice and freeze.
Note: Freezes well – cut into slices and
pack with paper in-between.
MAKES ONE MEDIUM-SIZED LOAF
Storm Wines Vrede Pinot Noir 2018
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CHICKPEA BURGERS

CUCUMBER AND YOGHURT DIP

These are so versatile – delicious
served on a baked black mushroom
instead of bread, or rolled into small
balls and served as a starter. They are
also fabulous as koftas, threaded onto
a rosemary stalks instead of skewers.
Loved hot or cold.

INGREDIENTS
½ English cucumber
1t salt
1 clove garlic, crushed
1C natural yoghurt
½C fresh mint, chopped
1 lemon, zest and juice

INGREDIENTS
1 can chickpeas, drained and rinsed
½C gluten-free breadcrumbs
1 small onion
60g fresh herbs (I like a mixture of
mint, coriander and parsley)
1t ground cumin
1t smoked paprika
1T herb salt
1 egg
100g grated Cheddar cheese
salt, pepper
½ can black beans, drained and rinsed
1 jar dukkah
olive oil

METHOD
1 Grate the cucumber and add salt.
2 Drain the cucumber in a sieve.
3 Squeeze excess moisture out and
place in a bowl. 4 Add the garlic,
yoghurt, mint and lemon juice.
5 Combine and serve.
SERVES 6
Gabriëlskloof Whole Bunch Syrah 2019

Pre-preparation

METHOD

Well in advance:

1 Place the chickpeas, bread, onion,
herbs, seasoning and egg in a food
processor. Blitz. 2 Place in a bowl
and gently mix the beans through the
mixture. 3 Form burgers (you could
also make balls, or koftas on skewers
of rosemary.) 4 Sprinkle with dukkah.
5 Place on baking paper on a baking
sheet. 6 Lightly brush with olive oil.
7 Bake for 15 to 20 minutes (burgers),
10 to 15 minutes (meatballs and koftas).
8 Serve hot with a cucumber and
yoghurt dip.

The pesto and bread freeze well.
The polenta tarts, chickpea
burgers and cucumber and
yoghurt sauce can be made in
advance – preferably a few hours
before the meal.
An hour before guests arrive top
the polenta tart.
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Shopping list
GROCERIES
200ml olive oil
155ml pumpkin seeds
1C pecan nuts
30g pine nuts
2T sesame or poppy seeds
½C coconut flour
2T psyllium husk
1½t baking powder
1 can chickpeas
½ can black beans
300g instant polenta
4C vegetable stock
½C gluten-free breadcrumbs

DAIRY
½C grated Pecorino cheese
100g grated Cheddar cheese
200ml cheese (cheddar, feta or
mozzarella)
50g Parmesan
2 rounds of feta cheese
6 eggs
1C natural yoghurt

HERBS AND SPICES
2 cloves garlic
80g fresh herbs
½C fresh mint
10g parsley
1t origanum
1t flavoured salt
1t ground cumin
1t smoked paprika
1T herb salt
1 jar dukkah
FRUIT AND VEGETABLE
1 bunch beetroot leaves and stems
3 lemons
2½C courgettes
1 small onion
½ English cucumber
400g cherry tomatoes
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THE GOURMET GUIDE FIRED A
FEW QUESTIONS AT PR GURU IAN
MANLEY, TO GLEAN A FEW PEARLS
OF WISDOM.
COMPLEMENTARY SKILLS We
have vast experience – independent,
varying hospitality service; Julie Killias
(‘The Fixer’) global high-end event
management, Aubrey Ngcungama
(‘The Connector’) knows everyone you
would want to know and I am skilled in
communication (‘The Communicator’).
QUICK THINKING We realised that
our business was dead in the water
unless we actioned a rethink. The word
‘pivot’ certainly came into play! Events
became only a reality via virtual meetups with the added realisation that we
were in this for the long haul in terms of
persons not being able to or interested
in gathering in the physical sense.

Business boomers

FUN ‘In Any Event’ adds an element
of fun and spoils to a somewhat
drab experience in the virtual space.
Clients want to make virtual meet-ups
interesting and memorable and above
all else fill the gap of what is missing
in an actual gathering of people. We
assemble delegate virtual conference
boxes to meet each client’s need.

Photograph by Sam Linsell

reviving business

As the business landscape changed during
the COVID-19 pandemic, a trio with decades
of tourism experience were agile and
innovative, and their company, Vula Afrika,
launched ‘In Any Event’.
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CORPORATE IMAGE Corporate image
is very important, so we match the logo
colours with the packaging, print or
burn the logo on to the box lid, produce
branded headphones. We are often
requested to add an ‘after-conference
drinks session’; we include either a
375ml bottle of wine and a glass or a
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Photograph by Sithembile Msutwana

NOW OPEN

for Sunday Lunches
12h00-15h00
BOOKINGS ESSENTIAL

JULIE KILLIAS, AUBREY NGCUNGAMA AND IAN MANLEY
responsible education of wines and
spirits through Africa. We now have
thousands of members around the
globe from New Zealand to Sweden.
The 7% revenue that we donate to
the club assists us in keeping the
organisation as a growing concern and
we also thankfully receive financial
assistance via initiatives hosted by
wine estates throughout the Cape.

cocktail with necessary ingredients. It’s
important that the delegate does not
need to get up from their seat during
the conference (apart from having to
go to the bathroom!) so food elements
are cleverly thought out.
THINK GLOBAL Most orders have
been centred around conferencetype meetings. We recently received a
request for an order of hampers to be
delivered to the four key cities in SA
as well as for the same to be delivered
to homes in and around New York
City! Companies that had arranged
international events hosted in a SA city
pre-COVID-19 lockdown have had to
come up with another solution. This is
where ‘In Any Event’ fits in, at a fraction
of the cost of hosting a ‘normal’
conference. We’ll be planning special
hampers for Heritage Day coming up in
September plus of course, the lucrative
end-of-year and festive season
requests.

Hot tip
Watch trends, particularly
international, as they emerge. If
you had told me a year ago that
I would be making up dozens of
hampers each day during 2020 for
virtual conference orders, I would
have been somewhat incredulous!
Refocus your strengths, be
confident, and ensure that
whatever marketing collateral you
portray is slick and sexy!

GIVE BACK We founded BLACC (the
Black Cellar Club) in 2016 as a not-forprofit organisation that focuses on the

To find out more visit www.vulaafrika.com.
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Saturdays to follow soon …

follow us on social media for announcements
la_petiteferme
For more info or bookings please contact La Petite Ferme
on 021 876 3016 or reception@lapetiteferme.co.za or visit the website www.lapetiteferme.co.za
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Nasturtiums
thriving on neglect
Tropaeolum majus is a
brilliantly coloured herb
with myriad culinary and
medicinal uses. Known
for its spicy flavour and
striking range of sunsethued flowers, the trailing
nasturtium is as delicious
as it is beautiful.

GOURMET GARDEN

This unassuming garden annual is
entirely edible – flowers, leaves and
even young seeds. The nasturtium has
antiseptic and digestive properties
and can be used in tea, salads,
dips, vinaigrettes and more. If used
medicinally, the leaves should be picked
prior to flower formation to maximise on
healing properties.
Hardy and generous, nasturtiums
function well as a trap crop. Their mustard
oil compounds are particularly attractive
to aphids and other pests. Expect a sight
of aphids on the flower stems and leaf
underbellies – the nasturtium’s sacrifice
will salvage your other crops.
Plant the nasturtium in Spring or Summer
in a sunny spot with full drainage – easy
to grow and indifferent to poor soil.

The first known use of the word
nasturtium was in 1704 – from Latin
etymology meaning ‘a cress’.
With roots in South America, the
nasturtium was brought from Peru to
Spain by conquistadors. Following
this voyage, the vibrant herb became
a popular feature in Royal Gardens
across Europe.
Donned tropaeolum (from the Latin
‘trophy’) by Swedish botanist Carl
Linnaeus in his 1753 book ‘Species
Plantarum’ because Linnaeus saw the
leaves as shields and the red-faced
flowers as blood-stained helmets of
fallen soldiers in ancient Rome.

By Jessica Tamsyn Smith

NASTURTIUM MACARON
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NASTURTIUM MACARON
By chef Chantel Dartnall of threeplated Restaurant Mosaic

6½ sheets gelatine sheets
Maldon salt to taste

Nasturtiums are the inspiration for
my new Equinox menu at Restaurant
Mosaic. A single flower which not
only represents rejuvenation and
healing, but which also encapsulates
my cooking ethos. Nasturtiums are
stunningly beautiful with their vibrant
healing energy and colour. They are
also wonderfully nutritious – bursting
with vitamin C and iron, and the leaves
also have powerful antibiotic properties.
Both the leaves and the flowers can
be used in a variety of preparations
in the kitchen from refreshing salads
and peppery panna cotta to creamy
sauces. So celebrate nature in all of its
splendour by planting a few nasturtiums
in your garden this Spring.

Tomato jam
400g tomatoes, skin and seeds
removed
100g light brown sugar
20ml white balsamic glaze
2 whole black peppercorns
3 large basil leaves
Garnish
nasturtium flowers, orange and yellow
micro-variegated nasturtium leaves
METHOD
Macarons
1 Combine icing sugar and ground
almonds by sifting together twice.
2 Beat egg whites (room temp) in
the bowl of a stand mixer fitted with
a whisk attachment until whites are
foamy; beat in the castor sugar and
continue beating until egg whites are
glossy, fluffy, and hold soft peaks. Add
seasoning. 3 Divide the mixture into
3 equal parts. 4 Reference the colour
of nasturtium flowers and make 2
different colours of yellow and orange.
5 Place the macaron stencil at the
bottom of a baking sheet and pipe onto
the shape. 6 Tap baking tray to get rid
of the air bubbles and leave macarons
to dry out before baking. A thin hard
skin must form at the top. 7 Bake at
130°C for 10-12 minutes. 8 Remove
from oven and allow to cool completely
before removing from the baking paper.

INGREDIENTS
Macarons
250g ground almonds, weigh after
sifting the flour 3 times
250g icing sugar
200g castor sugar
200g egg whites, separate 24 hours
before use and keep in the fridge
10ml macaron seasoning, dried and
ground nasturtium leaf powder
egg-yellow food colouring powder
electric-orange food colouring powder
Nasturtium panna cotta
1C nasturtium flowers, orange and
yellow
1C milk
2C cream

Chef’s note: Macarons can be made in
advance and kept in the freezer.
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Nasturtium panna cotta
1 Remove the stems from the flowers.
Using only the petals, blend together
with the milk for 2 minutes. 2 Strain
through a fine sieve and mix with the
cream. 3 Bloom gelatine in ice water
and remove from water. 4 Add half the
cream mixture in a medium-sized pot
and bring to a simmer for 1 minute.
5 Remove from heat and melt gelatine in
mixture, whisk in the salt to taste.
6 Set in tray 2mm thick in the fridge,
once set use a small round cutter (size
of macaron stencil) to cut into shapes.
Chef’s note: Keep remaining panna cotta
to cut into flower shapes to use on the
plate.
Tomato jam
1 Chop tomatoes and add all the
ingredients to a medium-sized pot.
2 Cook on a low temperature for 2
hours, stirring occasionally to prevent
from burning at the bottom. 3 Remove
basil leaves and blend until smooth,
pass through a fine sieve and cook
further if it is still too runny.
PLATING
1 Mix and match the macaron on the
plate for a variation of colours. 2 Use
the tomato jam and nasturtium panna
cotta as fillings. 3 Garnish the plate with
nasturtium flowers and micro nasturtium
leaves.
MAKES 25
Gabriëlskloof Madame Lucy’s MCC 2018
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for locals, by locals
by Jessica Tamsyn Smith

VANGUARD CHEF LIAM TOMLIN
ENVISIONED SOMETHING SPECIAL
FOR CAPE TOWN WHEN A SPACE
BECAME AVAILABLE IN HERITAGE
SQUARE, CAPE TOWN.
Situated on the bustling corner of Bree
and Shortmarket streets, the original
building dates back to 1771, and has in
its time, housed many restaurants. In
this commercial hub, a silent witness of
histories past still lives in the courtyard –
the original grapevine planted in 1781.
The site itself has been exposed to
reveal the centuries-old stone and even
chains of the former slave quarter.
Translating concept to practice, it will
operate on the flair of local people
and local products. With rents kept
low, this casual emporium will offer
South Africans a chance to start over
during a challenging year. A place
designed for community, Local at
Heritage Square will offer patrons the
opportunity to dine, drink, and shop
from November. “I think it’s really
important to rebuild our economy, we
are going to have to start buying local
and supporting local. I want it to be a
place where people can start again,”
says Tomlin ardently. In addition to
the sumptuous (and expected) food

and drink, customers will enjoy the
wares and talents of a local butcher,
fishmonger, florist, chocolatier, and
fresh-produce suppliers as they enter
from Shortmarket Street. Expect Cape
Town’s darlings, from Jason Bakery to
Frankie Fenner Meat Merchants.
Irish-born, chef Tomlin’s track record
of creativity, which has been proven
in his three Chefs Warehouse
restaurants, and Thali, together with
his commitment to service and local
people, will be reflected in Local at
Heritage Square.

FMR Fine Food

a dash of the delicious, and a taste of local cuisine
Fine Music Radio (FMR) is the only radio
station in South Africa that broadcasts
from a cultural centre the Artscape Theatre
Complex on the Foreshore in Cape Town.
Broadcasting to over 113 000 listeners,
FMR uplifts, inspires and entertains discerning classical and jazz music lovers 24
hours a day. FMR is proactive in promoting
South African music and musicians along
with topical news and interviews about
events in Cape Town’s cultural and performing arts scene.

the restaurant industry a boost in these
challenging times. We know our listeners tastes, in more than one sense of the
word, and are confident FMR Fine Food
will provide food for thought!”
Take a seat at FMR’s very large kitchen
table, together with guest chefs, and enjoy
scrumptious delights, the latest culinary
trends, recipe ideas and gourmet inspiration to get you dining in and dining out.

From September, FMR listeners can enjoy
a feast of culinary art. Every Saturday, at
10h45, Gourmet Guide Jenny Handley will interview local chefs, producers and winemakers of the Western Cape. Whether you’re a
foodie or a foodie-wannabe, FMR Fine Food
will cater for all tastes. On the menu there will
be bite-sized culinary nuggets with dollops of
savoury and sweet treats.
Station Manager Mark Jennings said, “Fine
Music Radio has always served its listeners
calm in chaos, and we are confident that
they will enjoy this perfect accompaniment
to the jazz on Saturday Scene. As a community radio station, we are always keen
to promote local talent, and by focusing
on local chefs, we are delighted to give

FMR can be live streamed at
www.fmr.co.za
You can also access it via DStv
Audio Channel 838
FMR is on these frequencies:
•
•
•
•

Greater Cape Town area: 101.3 FM
Fish Hoek and Noordhoek: 107.9
Hout Bay and Llandudno: 94.7 FM
Atlantic Seaboard: 97.1 FM

Become a FMR Member and contribute
towards the sustainability of the
station – visit www.fmr.co.za for details.
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Tapas

HAUTE READS

with Liam Tomlin
CHEFS WAREHOUSE AND LIAM
TOMLIN FANS WILL RELISH THE
SECOND EDITION OF THE POPULAR
TAPAS RECIPE BOOK, RADIATING
NEW BRILLIANCE AND ADDITIONAL
RECIPES.
The book is a showcase for Liam’s food
philosophy and the ethos that draws
discerning food lovers to one-plated
Chefs Warehouse & Canteen – that
food should be informal, flavourful and
flexible. Instead of preamble and a
contents page he has launched straight
into a variety of must-make-now dishes
that are not segmented into starters
or mains, sweet or savoury, but keep
paging and you will find a delectable
array of desserts as a climax. Artistically
yet simply styled, the photographs
are eye-catching and appealing.
Liam’s penchant for all-things-Asian
is obvious and plentiful, from simple
gyoza to Singapore chicken rice. These
add flair to the French favourites like
bouillabaisse and entrecote café de
Paris that never fail to disappoint. An
unassuming simple roast chicken with
lemon and garlic has the addition of
harissa paste and ras el hanout to
embrace the flavours of North Africa
and the Middle East.

POTATO AND
CHORIZO TORTILLA
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At heart, Liam is a teacher. His
legendary ability to impart knowledge is
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sandwiched at the back of the book. The
foundation of good cooking is all about
stocks, sauces and essential items, so
plenty of pages are devoted to these –
with a useful section on culinary terms.
There are unique recipes for pantry
staples, from mayonnaise and basil
oil to elegant dish elevators like pink
peppercorn jus, cep cream sauce and
saffron pasta dough. Pages overflow
with plenty of new inspiration for home
cooks who love to step up to the plate.
Tapas is available from Chefs
Warehouse and leading bookstores.

Penguin Random House
South Africa (Pty) Ltd
Recommended retail price

R550
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POTATO AND CHORIZO TORTILLA

large, flat plate and flip the tortilla onto
the plate. Gently slide the tortilla back
into the pan, uncooked-side down,
and reduce the heat to low. 5 Smooth
out any imperfections on the cooked
surface of the tortilla by pouring over
a little of the reserved beaten egg and
smoothing it with a wooden spoon.
Continue to cook for 2 minutes. Flip the
tortilla again and repeat the smoothing
process. Cover and cook for a further 2
minutes. Repeat the process again and
cook for another 2 minutes. 6 When
done, the tortilla should still have a little
wobble in it when you gently shake the
pan. Remove from the heat and keep
in a warm place for 5 minutes. Transfer
it onto a plate and cover with clingfilm
for 5 minutes to allow the residual heat
to set the remaining uncooked egg.
7 Serve the tortilla whole or cut into
wedges. It is good served hot or at
room temperature, but not chilled.

INGREDIENTS
1kg floury potatoes, peeled and cut into
paper-thin slices
1 onion, peeled and finely chopped
1 clove garlic, peeled and finely chopped
4 sprigs fresh thyme
1 litre olive oil
salt and freshly ground pepper
8 free-range eggs
100g chorizo, sliced
METHOD
1 Place the potatoes, onion, garlic and
thyme in a heavy-based saucepan.
Cover with 950ml of the olive oil and
lightly season with salt and freshly
ground pepper. Place over a medium
heat until the oil just starts to warm,
then reduce the heat to low and
gently cook the potatoes until they are
completely cooked and soft (30–35
minutes). 2 Place the potatoes into a
chinois to drain the oil. The oil can be
strained and used another two or three
times. 3 Whisk the eggs and season
lightly with salt and freshly ground
pepper. Reserve 150ml of the egg
mixture in a separate bowl. Add the
potatoes and chorizo to the remaining
egg and gently mix so that the
potatoes are evenly coated with egg.
4 Heat enough olive oil to cover
the base of a 28cm non-stick frying
pan over a medium heat. Pour in the
tortilla mix. As the mixture begins to
set, shake the pan in a circular motion
to ensure even cooking. Using a
wooden spatula, shape the tortilla into
a thick disc shape. Cook for a further
2 minutes, then cover the pan with a

SERVES 6
Restless River Main Road and
Dignity Cabernet Sauvignon 2016
MUSHROOMS ON TOAST
At Canteen we are always looking
for new ingredients and boutique
suppliers, so we were happy when
a local forager walked into the
kitchen with a basket full of pine ring
mushrooms that he had just picked in
Newlands forest, just a few kilometres
from Cape Town city centre. As with
any fresh produce, we try and keep a
dish as simple as possible, allowing the
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MUSHROOMS
ON TOAST

the mushrooms, shallots, garlic and
thyme and sauté until golden brown.
3 Season to taste with salt and freshly
ground pepper. Drain the mushrooms
and discard the garlic and thyme.
4 Place the toasted ciabatta on a warm
plate. Place the mushrooms on the
toast and spoon the cep cream sauce
over and around the mushrooms.
5 Garnish with flat-leaf parsley and
shaved Parmesan.

ingredients to be the hero, so these
pine rings were simply sautéed in a
little olive oil and served on some toast
with a drizzle of cep cream sauce and
shaved Parmesan.
With various cultivated varieties of
mushrooms there is always a good
selection to choose from all year
around, some of the more common
being the button, oyster, shiitake,
chestnut, shimeji and enoki.

SERVES 4

INGREDIENTS
200g mixed mushrooms
50ml olive oil
15g shallots, peeled and finely chopped
1 clove garlic, crushed
1 sprig fresh thyme
salt and freshly ground pepper
4 slices toasted ciabatta
50ml cep cream sauce (see page 243)
8 sprigs fresh flat-leaf parsley
25g Parmesan, shaved

Storm Wines Ignis Pinot Noir 2018

Haute tip
Never wash mushrooms as they
are like sponges and absorb water;
simply wipe with a damp cloth to
remove any grit or sand and use
the tip of a paring knife to remove
any gills from capped mushrooms.
Keep refrigerated and covered with
a damp cloth until ready to use.

METHOD
1 Trim the stalks of the mushrooms
and wipe them with a damp cloth.
2 Heat the olive oil in a heavy-based
sauté pan over a medium heat. Add
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PUMPKIN RISOTTO AND ARANCINI

refrigerate to be used for the arancini.
4 To finish the risotto and arancini,
add the pumpkin purée to taste (the
risotto should be a deep, rich orange
colour). Add the butter and stir into the
rice until fully incorporated. 5 Add the
Parmesan and fold through the risotto.
Remove and discard the garlic clove.
Season to taste with salt and freshly
ground pepper. 6 To make the arancini,
divide the cold pumpkin risotto into
35g balls. Pass the risotto balls through
a bowl of seasoned flour, then into
seasoned egg wash and finally into
seasoned breadcrumbs so that they
are evenly covered with the crumbs.
Put the crumbed balls through the egg
wash and breadcrumbs a second time
to ensure a thick coating of crumbs.
7 In a heavy-based saucepan, heat the
vegetable oil to 170°C. Carefully add
the risotto balls. Stir frequently and
cook until crisp and golden. Remove
from the heat and lift the balls out of
the oil using a slotted spoon. Drain on
kitchen paper to absorb any excess oil.
Season to taste with salt and freshly
ground pepper. 8 Pour a small pool of
the remaining pumpkin purée on one
side of a plate and place an arancini
on top of it. Set a small pot or bowl
of risotto beside it and sprinkle with
Parmesan.

INGREDIENTS
1.2L vegetable or chicken stock
(see page 217)
50g unsalted butter
1 clove garlic, crushed
100g onion, peeled and finely chopped
250g Arborio rice
¾ pumpkin purée (see page 246)
50g unsalted butter, diced and chilled
50g Parmesan, grated
salt and freshly ground pepper
100g seasoned flour
2 free-range eggs
100g fresh breadcrumbs
vegetable oil for deep-frying
METHOD
1 Bring the stock to the boil in a heavybased saucepan; reduce the heat so
that the stock is just simmering. 2 In a
large heavy-based saucepan, melt the
butter, add the garlic and onion and
sweat without colour for 2 minutes.
Add the Arborio rice and seal for a
further 2 minutes without colour. Add a
ladle of stock and stir into the rice and
continue to cook, stirring continually
to prevent it from sticking. 3 Reduce
the heat so that the rice simmers (too
much heat will result in boiled rice)
and cook until the stock has been
absorbed. Continue to add the stock
a ladle at a time and cook the risotto
until the rice softens (al dente), which
will take 18–20 minutes, depending
on the amount of risotto being made.
Set half the risotto mixture aside and

PUMPKIN RISOTTO
AND ARANCINI
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SERVES 4
Restless River Ava Marie
Chardonnay 2017
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Online foodwriting course
revised and expanded to include wine
THE POPULAR AND SUCCESSFUL
GOURMET GUIDE ONLINE FOODWRITING COURSE NOW ALLOWS
YOU TO CHOOSE BETWEEN WRITING
ABOUT FOOD OR WINE FOR YOUR
ASSIGNMENTS – YOU DECIDE. FOOD
GOES HAND-IN-HAND WITH WINE,
NOW YOU CAN CHOOSE TO FOCUS
YOUR WRITING ON EITHER.
Now is a good time to write a recipe
book filled to overflowing with family
recipes and anecdotes, or to start that
food blog of which you have always
dreamed. Or expand your career and
create top-class content for commercial
websites. Improve your social media

content in the exciting world of food.
How about interviewing top chefs and
reviewing restaurants, professionally,
so that you earn respect?
What do a photographer, baker,
a chef from a Michelin-star
restaurant, journalist, sommelier
and literature graduate have in
common? They, and others like
them with a passion for food and
words, from all corners of the
globe, are currently engaged
in the Gourmet Guide online
food-writing course. Most
importantly, their work is
being published.

ADVERTORIAL

DISCOVER AND DEVELOP
A LOVE OF WORDS

SIGN-UP
AND
COMPLETE
ANY TIME,
ANY PLACE

• Eight modules creatively
presented – each chapter
transports you to an exotic
location, so that it’s creativity all
the way.
• The 12 assignments will
stimulate and challenge you.
Feedback is one-on-one to
ensure that you work at your
own pace.

“I am really impressed with the food
writing course – in fact, I have never
done a course quite like it. Formally
trained in English Literature, I felt the
need to expand my writing repertoire
from academic writing to prose that
could actually be enjoyed in the
real world. Each chapter whet my
appetite for becoming a travel writer
by transporting me to a different part
of the globe. You can look forward to
tomatoes in Sicily, Sri Lankan curry for
breakfast and more! I appreciate the
structure of the course; one can see
the way knowledge is being built as
the course progresses. In addition to
the toolkit the course content offers,
my writing confidence has improved
exponentially thanks to the hands-on
feedback and guidance provided by
the Gourmet Guide team.”
Jessica Tamsyn Smith

• Choose between the food or
wine assignments.
• All this with your own personal,
experienced and qualified
facilitator, Jenny Handley, the
Gourmet Guide.

Flexible –

create your own timeline
CLICK HERE TO SIGN UP NOW
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Watch out for the Summer edition
of the Gourmet Guide

Let us tell your story. To expose your brand to our
haute audience contact us on rsvp@jhpr.co.za.
www.gourmetguide.co.za

